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APRIL 13, 2020, Ontario, CA — OM’s award-winning Werksy® Collection chair
blossoms with a dozen striking, new Quilt Collection colors designed by the OM
Design Group and developed exclusively for OM. Available in a palette ranging from
dusky DeerBrook to red hot Apple Orchard and calming Bermuda, the Werksy Quilt
Collection adds another level of comfort and flair to a chair celebrated for its charm
and function.
The playful, versatile Werksy Collection is all about the individual. More than a
traditional task chair, Werksy is inspired by the unconventional – and now
unprecedented – ways people work. Paying tribute to classic form language while
celebrating the simplicity of post-adjust-everything task chairs, Werksy provides
supreme seating comfort without sacrificing its seamless surface flow and ultrafunctional move-ability. The Quilt Collection adds additional warmth and comfort,
perfect for these new #WerksyfromHome days.
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The Werksy Collection is available in four modes: Guest seating includes a natural
waterfall backrest "ledge" that acts as an easy-access arm rest. The light task seating
or hoteling chair includes a mechanism that enables a simple forward and backwards
tilt for extra comfort. The stool offers a height-adjustable, turn-lock footring and a
fixed motion mechanism that lets you Werksy above the fray. The group-work
oriented rocking chair offers a confident, smooth ride through its forward pause-perch
position into a full arc, rocking back motion to stimulate creative ideas and
collaboration. The rocker also offers a unique height adjustable solution and an autoreturn swivel for a complete movement experience.
Werksy is available in three shell colors: Modern Black, Palladium Grey, and Arctic
White. The new Quilt Collection, offered as fully upholstered or seat-only, is available
in a dozen shades: Raven, Stone Pine, Deerbrook, Laluna, Lake Breeze, Vineyard,
Haven, Bermuda, Palmetto, Marigold, Sunny Grove, and Apple Orchard.
In this moment of unprecedented change, Werksy re-imagines the modern work
environment and re-writes the rules. Whether you intend to collaborate, create, or
contemplate, Werksy enables your return to the elementals of work.
###
About OM
OM is a national leader in mid-market seating solutions for small and large businesses,
healthcare environments, educational and governmental institutions, various public and private
organizations, and anywhere work happens. Founded in 1986 on an egg ranch in San Marcos,
CA, OM has grown from a regional provider of ergonomic task seating into a nationally
respected and sought-after source for seating to support today’s work spaces.
For more, please contact Queenie Wong, queenie@omseating.com, tel (877) 776-5678
or Lesley Roberts, Oceanparkstudio, publicist, lesley@oceanparkstudio.com, cell (310) 210-0353

